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Briar Patch
There is no available information at this time.

McClure's Magazine
Known as the City of Parks, Louisville has long valued the natural landscape and
the provisioning of outdoor recreation. In 1891 Frederick Law Olmsted, the father
of American landscape architecture, was commissioned to develop an extensive
park system for Louisville that eventually included 18 parks and 6 interconnecting
parkways. Since that time, Louisville has continued to invest resources to build a
first-class park system. Nestled within the Ohio Valley, and bordered by the knobs
region to the south and the heavily forested areas of Indiana to the north,
Louisville lies at the heart of an endless array of hiking opportunities. Five-Star
Trails: Louisville showcases many of the hiking trails and walking paths within the
city or within easy driving distance in central Kentucky and southern Indiana.
Designed specifically for day trips, this book includes several of the area's most
popular parks, as well as many of the lesser-known hiking trails in nature
preserves, wildlife management areas, and national forests.

The Derelict
Detective D. D. Warren must consult one killer to catch another in this taut thriller
from the #1 New York Times bestselling “master of psychological suspense”
(Associated Press). They were daughters of a monster—a father who slaughtered
eight prostitutes before dying himself. Dr. Adeline Glen left the nightmare behind,
and now she specializes in pain management. Her sister, Shana Day, followed in
her father’s violent footsteps, first killing at age fourteen and being incarcerated
for more than twenty-five years. After a brutal attack, Boston Detective D. D.
Warren needs Adeline’s professional help to recover physically. But when a new
psychopath known as the Rose Killer begins a reign of terror, D. D. must also
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consult the insane Shana—who claims she can help catch the madman. D. D. may
not be back on the job, but she is back on the hunt. Because the Rose Killer isn’t
just targeting lone women; he’s targeting D. D. And she knows there’s only one
way to take him down

Owen McCafferty: Plays 1
42 thrilling folktales include "Dapplegrim," "Tatterhood," "The Werewolf," "Such
Women Are," "The Three Dogs," "Temptations," "The Magician's Pupil," "Legend of
Tannhäuser," "The Outlaw," "The Widow's Son," "The Three Sisters Trapped in a
Mountain," "The Blue Belt," "The Seven Ravens," and "The Goatherd" (source of
the Rip van Winkle story).

Now Do You Believe in Ghost
From Here,You Can't See Paris is a sweet, leisurely exploration of the life of Les
Arques (population 159), a hilltop village in a remote corner of France untouched
by the modern era. It is a story of a dying village's struggle to survive, of a dead
artist whose legacy began its rebirth, and of chef Jacques Ratier and his wife,
Noëlle, whose bustling restaurant -- the village's sole business -- has helped ensure
Les Arques's future. Sanders set out to explore the inner workings of a French
restaurant kitchen but ended up stumbling into a much richer world. Through the
eyes of the Sanders family, one discovers the vibrant traditions of food, cooking,
and rural living, and comes to know the village's history. Whether uncovering the
darker secrets of making foie gras, hearing a chef confess his doubts about the
Michelin star system, or absorbing the lore of the land around a farmhouse kitchen
table after a boar hunt, life in Les Arques turns out to be anything but sleepy.

If You Lived Here, You'd Be Home Already
~"Delightful.A romantic winner." --Kirkus Four young women face a life of
destitution—until a daring act changes their fortune and turns them each into a
beautiful bride. In The Winter Bride, a compromising situation leads to an
unexpected wedding and delicious temptation. Damaris Chance’s unhappy past
has turned her off the idea of marriage forever. But her guardian, Lady Beatrice
Davenham, convinces her to make her coming out anyway—and have a season of
carefree, uncomplicated fun. When Damaris finds herself trapped in a
compromising situation with the handsome rake Freddy Monkton-Coombes, she
has no choice but to agree to wed him—as long as it’s in name only. Her new
husband seems to accept her terms, but Freddy has a plan of his own: to seduce
his reluctant winter bride. Will Damaris’s secrets destroy her chance at true
happiness? Or can Freddy help her cast off the shackles of the past, and yield to
delicious temptation?

14 Fun Facts About the Eiffel Tower
"There's some 'Old Tom,' isn't there? Get it, and glasses and cold water, here," said
Cleve to his servant, who, patient, polite, sleepy, awaited his master. "You used to
like it—and here are cigars;" and he shook out a shower upon his drawing-room
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table cover. "And where did you want to go at this time of night?" "To Wright's, to
see the end of the great game of billiards—Seller and Culverin, you know; I've two
pounds on it." "I don't care if I go with you, just now. What's this?—When the devil
did this come?" Cleve had picked up and at one pale glance read a little note that
lay on the table; and then he repeated coolly enough— "I say, when did this
come?" "Before one, sir, I think," said Shepperd. "Get me my coat," and Shepperd
disappeared. "Pestered to death," he said, moodily. "See, you have got the things
here, and cigars. I shan't be five minutes away. If I'm longer, don't wait for me; but
finish this first."

From Bank Robber to Butterfly
When the author John Douglas Foster was wounded while serving in Vietnam
during the 1968 Tet Offensive, he received more than a piece of metal in his body-haunting memories of comrades opened his soul in a quest to learn more about
those who didnt return. Sketching a fascinating portrait of the lives of those who
fought and died valiantly, Foster pens a riveting and gut-wrenching read in Heroes
from the Wall. A clear-eyed tale of truly honorable individuals who were not just
mere names, numbers and statistics, Heroes from the Wall ensures that these
unsung heroes will never be forgotten by future generations who didnt know them
on the battlefield. Foster seamlessly captures their quirks of personality, playful
antics, heroic actions, compassion and care for others, their caring and sharing
with their comrades, tender concern for their family, and affirmation of life while
engulfed in places of death. Leaving readers with a newfound respect for the
nameless heroes upon turning the pages, Foster writes with candor and resonating
tone.

HARDWARE DEALERS MAGAZINE
Who is the real Margo? Quentin Jacobsen has spent a lifetime loving the
magnificently adventurous Margo Roth Spiegelman from afar. So when she cracks
open a window and climbs into his life - dressed like a ninja and summoning him
for an ingenious campaign of revenge - he follows. After their all-nighter ends and
a new day breaks, Q arrives at school to discover that Margo, always an enigma,
has now become a mystery. She has disappeared. Q soon learns that there are
clues in her disappearance . . . and they are for him. Trailing Margo's disconnected
path across the USA, the closer Q gets, the less sure he is of who he is looking for.

The Book of Steven
There is a traditional Jewish saying that humans were created because God loves
stories. But what if the story you had to tell was that you committed suicide? How
do you think that story would sound if you had to tell it to the giver of all gifts?
Would it be understood in the context of today’s earthly attitudes on the subject,
and is the gift of life something that you can even throw away? The Book of Steven
is a sometimes humorous, oftentimes crass attempt to take readers along a
fictional journey to explore some of these ethereal notions. It is above all also a
wild and unpredictable ride, and some people may not have the stomach or the
desire to take Steven’s journey—so be warned. However, for those who may be
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struggling with greater or lesser questions in their lives, or even those who just
want to explore an alternative perspective, this book may provide some enjoyable
reading and intellectual stimulation. Steven’s ultimate message is that there is no
reason to be content living in a world of personal despair, especially when the
possibilities presented by the universe of life are truly boundless, and was written
to present readers with a unique perspective about the eternally precious value of
this human existence. “Imagine a humorous novel about a suicide who enters
heaven and finds it not cosseting but a purgatory where life’s distractions (food,
booze, sex, Internet) are removed and the hardest question looms: Why did he kill
himself? Welcome to the journey of Steven, an unintentionally funny male whiner,
panicker, quitter, porn addict, and general screwup, as he struggles with God,
Jesus, and self to escape Heaven’s Suicide Ward and yet not return to the hell of
earth. Steven’s frustrating cluelessness but direct dialog render the deep
messages on karma, reincarnation, cosmic energy, and the meaning of life easy to
absorb. Does Steven escape Heaven? It’s worth reading this profound yet funny
journey to self through the Suicide Wards of Heaven to find out.” –US Review

Sorceress Bound
The Tenants of Malory Volume 3 of 3
From the author of the New York Times bestsellers Holding Up the Universe and All
the Bright Places (soon to be a major motion picture starring Elle Fanning), a
spellbinding coming-of-age debut about ill-fated love during the Great
Depression—and what it means to be a woman with ambition. Velva Jean’s mother
urged her to “live out there in the great wide world,” and growing up in Appalachia
in the years before World War II, Velva Jean dreams of becoming a big-time singer
in Nashville. Then she falls in love with Harley Bright, a handsome juvenile
delinquent turned revival preacher. As their tumultuous love story unfolds, Velva
Jean must choose between keeping her hard-won home and pursuing her dream of
singing in the Grand Ole Opry. Like All the Bright Places, hailed as a “charming love
story about [an] unlikely and endearing pair” (New York Times Book Review),
Jennifer Niven’s debut novel is a big-hearted story about the struggle to find
happiness. “A touching read, funny and wise, like a crazy blend of Loretta Lynn,
Dolly Parton, a less morose Flannery O’Connor, and maybe a shot of Hank
WilliamsNiven makes some memorable moon-spun magic in her rich fiction
debut.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review)

The House that Was Eureka
A young woman with too much time on her hands creates ways to obtain money
that do not involve working a 9-5 job. She develops a way to rob banks without
ever being there. Eventually she connects with two young women who become a
key component to her salvation.

Nevis Mountain Dew
Seth Kada, a deep-cover agent working for the Commonwealth, has tracked a
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group of rebels to the remote Tayako Orbiter. But before he can seize them, the
rebels are captured by a powerful rival faction and spirited away. Seth manages to
re-capture one of the rebels, a subspace navigator named Ciela, and soon realizes
that her crew's origin and purpose are far more pivotal than anyone could have
suspected. Caught up in a violent clash between rebel factions, Seth and Ciela's
divergent loyalties must be put aside to prevent the destruction of a peaceful
civilization - and find her people before their ultimate destiny is realized.

The Dragon Girl: the Beginning.
From Here, You Can't See Paris
When a journalist sets out on a round-the-globe adventure, she hopes to meet
those that live outside mainstream society, only to find that even on the fringes,
the unstoppable forces of globalization encroach on daily life. 30,000 first printing.

Pee Wee
The Derelict is a space saga centering on a stellar skirmish and a meeting with an
unseen menace known to be heading for the Milky Way Galaxy. United States
Naval Battle Group One intercepts this strange contact miles beyond the galaxy
and finds an immense, creeping derelict spaceship billions of years old. It is not
until they board this dangerous, burned-out hulk that they discover they are
trapped there by murderous diabolical forces.

Ainslee's
Records and Briefs new York State Appellate Division
Back in the days of Ronald Reagan's America, those far-from-innocent days of
nostalgic rot and willful illusion, small-town life was thought to be simple, pure, the
source of all decent values, and the home of true hearts and ever helpful neighbors
who bear each other's burdens. James McGrath, a church musician who has just
destroyed his personal life and his career through an act of catastrophic stupidity,
believes this nonsense just long enough to flee a city he loves. Hoping to heal, he
goes to live with his father in a tiny town on the Canadian border. He finds what
fools have always found: truths more ordinary and more bitter than he wants to
accept and a life more impoverished and antagonistic than he imagined.
Descending into this bleak reality, like Jesus in the wilderness, James must face
and answer the question: what do we live by? He makes some friends, falls in and
out of love, rediscovers his art, and eventually finds a way back into his life. But it's
not a smooth journey, and it comes with a price.

Five-Star Trails: Louisville and Southern Indiana
THE STORY: The place is a home in Queens (NY), where the family of Jared
Philibert, who has long been confined in an iron lung, gathers to celebrate his
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fiftieth birthday. Present are his wife; his two sisters, who also live in the house and
care f

Paper Towns
“The novel that foreshadowed Donald Trump’s authoritarian appeal.”—Salon It
Can’t Happen Here is the only one of Sinclair Lewis’s later novels to match the
power of Main Street, Babbitt, and Arrowsmith. A cautionary tale about the fragility
of democracy, it is an alarming, eerily timeless look at how fascism could take hold
in America. Written during the Great Depression, when the country was largely
oblivious to Hitler’s aggression, it juxtaposes sharp political satire with the
chillingly realistic rise of a president who becomes a dictator to save the nation
from welfare cheats, sex, crime, and a liberal press. Called “a message to thinking
Americans” by the Springfield Republican when it was published in 1935, It Can’t
Happen Here is a shockingly prescient novel that remains as fresh and
contemporary as today’s news. Includes an Introduction by Michael Meyer and an
Afterword by Gary Scharnhorst

Speaking of Life
Swansong
The series goes on with a few new characters,such as ghosts, robbers, antics of 3
children,cannibals, more romance and many more giggles.

Lyrics:1962-2012
Volume II of PEE WEE, Serial Killer or Homicidal Maniac, focuses on the courtroom
drama of his several trials and appeals. Readers that enjoy trial strategy,
courtroom personalities and the cloakroom maneuvering of the criminal courts will
find a plethora of intriguing twists and turns. Seemingly foregone outcomes are
reversed by national events or by the local politics of the farmlands of South
Carolina that stubbornly resist change. It is replete with excerpts from actual trial
transcriptions and transcripts of out of court statements given under oath. Despite
his numerous murder convictions Gaskins manages time and again to avoid the
death penalty in real life by virtue of unexpected events that could seemingly
occur only in fiction. Told by an attorney intimately involved in the cases, there are
pithy descriptions of battles fought in and out of the courtroom on the one hand
and on the other of the camaraderie between adversaries. Both often lead to
unpredictable outcomes. Pee Wee Gaskins describes the murders to which he will
plead guilty in his own words. At the same time by either omission or outright lies,
he avoids the inclusion of those murders for which he does not want to admit
responsibility. Finally, in one of the most incredible crimes imaginable, the tiny
killer foils the safeguard systems of a maximum security penitentiary to murder a
fellow death row inmate with plastic explosives.

Velva Jean Learns to Drive
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A passionate drama in the Family Feud series from a well-loved storyteller. - 1887.
When farmer’s daughter Carrie Blake announces that she has been ravished by
Squire Thornton, it sets off a train of tragic events. Her elder brother Dick
challenges the squire – and both end up dead. Her father turns to drink, leaving
Carrie’s mother and her surviving brother, Tom, to carry the load of the farm. The
two families become bitter enemies thereon. So when Tom and Roz, the squire’s
daughter, discover a mutual attraction, they know that it can never be. But their
fates are entwined, and bitterness soon threatens to tear their lives apart . . .

Under Fire
Rainbow¡¦S Bottom
HELLO. Welcome to my cottage. And yes, do please come in and make yourself
comfortable. So begins this collection of intimate essays by a man, who says hes in
his 90s and wanting to leave a loving farewell to humankind. Hes not quite one of
us, he claims, and wants to offer us a special parting gift. His gift will be accepted
by some, rejected by others, come as a source of comfort or, quite possibly,
outrage. Determined to keep his last days for himself, he insists on remaining
anonymous. Says the writers godson and editor, Barry Head: Like many of you who
will read Swansong, Im not sure what to make of it. I found it challenging and
provocative, but while disagreeing with my godfather about many things, I found
what he says always beguiling in its friendly, playful, non-judgmental tone. Very
quirky. So quirky, in fact, that I felt it deserved publicationparticularly as it was
written as a legacy for all of us. BARRY HEAD is a painter and writer, spending
most of the year in Oaxaca, Mexico. We invite you to visit barryhead.com and
barryheadwriter.com Original cover art 2007 by Barry Head

It Can't Happen Here
Anthony Neilson's plays collected in one volume Includes the plays: Normal "a
tight, powerful, three-handerachieved with a sense of discipline and thematic
energy" (Guardian), Penetrator "This is one of the blackest, funniest and most
shocking comedy dramas you will ever see" (Sunday Times), Year of the Family
"His writing is as tight and courageous as everhighly recommended for those who
like to think" (What's On), The Night Before Christmas "is a smutty, dangerously
funny but ultimately warm-hearted cri de coeur against the Christmas Industry"
(Stage); The Censor "is a profound and tragic vision of humanity at its bare forked
basics" (Evening Standard).

Popular Tales from Norse Mythology
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every reader.

The Winter Bride
Winner of the New South Wales Premier's Children's Book Award, 1985. It's 1981
and Evie is sixteen. She has left school but can't find work, and her family has just
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moved into the run-down inner Sydney suburb of Newtown. Noel lives in the
adjoining terrace house. He's fifteen, not taking school seriously and fed up with
looking after his ancient bed-ridden grandmother. As a friendship grows between
Evie and Noel, the past is set back in motion, and the events of the 1930s
Depression era begin to play out in the high-unemployment times of the early
1980s, and the house again is the centre of the Sydney anti-eviction campaign of
1931. Based on historical fact, meticulously researched, The House that Was
Eureka is a critically acclaimed novel about a history we all share. Nadia Wheatley
is a long-standing fixture of Australian literature having written fiction and nonfiction for both children and adults. Seven of her books have been Children's Book
Council of Australia Honour Books including Five Times Dizzy, The House that Was
Eureka and My Place. She has won the New South Wales Premier's Children's Book
Prize twice, for The House that Was Eureka and Five Times Dizzy and is known and
respected for her contributions to Indigenous communities and the preservation of
environment. Nadia is currently the Artist in Residence at The University of Sydney.
textclassics.com.au 'A fine piece of work, well researched and beautifully plotted
around the Depression when people were tipped out of their houses by landlords
and unemployed men took to the roads with swags.' Sydney Morning Herald 'An
absorbing and wholly convincing recreation of the Depression of the 1930s, with
the traumatic experiences of the Cruise family, destitute and threatened with
eviction, running parallel to the problems of today.' Australian Book Review
'Wheatley's book has urgency and a fierce strengthThe characters from both eras
are "alive and flying", freedom fighters who are aware that they are making
history.' Maurice Saxby

Fear Nothing
Owen McCafferty's first collection brings together one short- and four full-length
plays set in the author's home city of Belfast. Shoot The Crow 'Tragicomedy of
character and circumstance that makes McCafferty look like a ribald Northern Irish
Chekov.' Guardian. Scenes From The Big Picture 'An epic that attempts to put the
whole of human life on stage - birth, death, love, sex, work, families - the whole
damn thing McCafferty offers us a wise and compassionate view of the human
heart.' Telegraph Closing Time 'The existence of a writer as good as McCafferty
induces a perverse, paradoxical hope.' Guardian Mojo Mikibo 'A razor sharp
evocation of time and place.' Irish Times

If You Lived Here You'd be Home by Now: Life and Faith and a
Journey Home
Stories, recipes, and cultural legacy combine in this award-winning book: “recipes,
sociology, history and anecdote are woven into a plaid of pleasure” (The Listener).
Scottish cuisine reflects both the richness of the country’s resources and the
ingenuity of Scottish people who often needed to be frugal. From the ninth century
to the present, from the simplicity of porridge and oatcakes to the gourmet
delights of fish and game, A Caledonian Feast offers a fascinating history of
Scotland, complete with author Annette Hope’s personal collection of authentic
recipes. A Caledonian Feast is widely acknowledged to be the definitive culinary
history of Scotland. Immensely readable and informative, it draws upon many
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strands of Scotland’s literary heritage, including works by Scott, Boswell, Smollett,
and Hogg, as well as agriculturalists, social historians, and specialist food writers
like Marian McNeill. It was shortlisted for Scotland’s premier literary prize, the
McVitie, and given a Scottish Arts Council Award when first published in 1987. This
edition of A Caledonian Feast includes a superb introduction from Clarissa Dickson
Wright. “Exceptionally wide-ranging, well-organized and nicely put.” —Sunday
Times “A joy to read.” —Sunday Telegraph

Sins of the Father
In this sequel to the novel, Southern Gospel, the residents of Truman County are
forced to deal with the fallout from a sensational murder. The fact that the victim is
one of the most prominent citizens of the county is shocking enough but when an
arrest is made for the crime, its an even bigger surprise. As is to be expected,
speculation abounds concerning motive and method. A wide variety of the county
population, ranging from teenagers to senior citizens, becomes involved in the
investigation and subsequent trial which is not a typical one even by Truman
County standards. Against this background, Old Man Teke Thomas and Vern L.
Upshaw two well-known Truman County men - are forced to deal with problems of
their own, problems that in their own way will have great effects on the general
welfare of Truman County. And, as was shown in Southern Gospel, Old Man Teke
and Vern L. have their own unique approaches to the solutions of those problems.

Terminus Shift
These are seven short stories that will leave you as the reader believing too. From
a sprit, making sure that its family is going to be alright before it journeys into the
light where loved ones are waiting, to the ghost of a small child that needed the
love from the living until the living needs the childs ghost so much that she would
dare to join it on the other side. When two young girls become friends, as the one
tells its secrets to the other. The only catch is that the youngest one was murdered
before the older one was even born. Best friends meet their very first day of
school, this becomes a friendship that last beyond the grave. Can a grandfathers
love help a lost soul come home and find peace within herself once he has already
passed. A woman finds out she is dying of cancer and still has the courage to face
death head on and be thankful that she knew her time here would be short. Find
out how her values and love still lives on today. When a man comes home to late
to say goodbye to his father he realizes that when time is lost it is the one thing
you can never get back. Were they ghost, or maybe even angels in disguise you
decide.

One Moonlit Night
After the epic struggle of World War II, W.E.B. Griffin’s bestselling chronicle of the
Marine Corps enters a new stage of modern warfare—with new weapons, new
strategies, and a new breed of warrior—on the battlefields of Korea In 1950,
Captain Ken McCoy’s report on North Korean hostilities meets with so much
bureaucratic displeasure that he is promptly booted out of the Corps—and just as
promptly picked up by the fledgling CIA. Soon, his predictions come true: on June
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25th the North Koreans invade across the 38th parallel. Immediately veterans
scattered throughout military and civilian life are called up, many with only
seventy-two hours notice. For these men and their families, names such as Inchon
and Pusan will acquire a new, bloody reality—and become their greatest challenge
of all

Heroes from the Wall
"You can''t see me, but I''m here," This non-fiction account, is a fascinating look
into the world of the paranormal as seen through the eyes of the author. Having
investigated and experienced the wrath of the spirit who calls himself "Michael," I
was able to understand, with an open mind, what the world of spirits, is truly
about. Being on the front lines with an unseen force that has the ability to hurl
objects through the air at people, with the accuracy of today''s most precisely
guided missiles, would fascinate even the most hardened skeptics and paranormal
investigators. The experiences that I had at the Mcwethy home, can only be
described as "INCREDIBLE." This once skeptic turned believer still cannot fathom
the powers of the spirit world, but certainly do believe in them. The book takes you
on a play by play account of the paranormal activity as it unfolds, gives the
reactions of those who were present, and finally, culminates into a theory of what I,
the author believes is the reason why the unseen entity has chosen to haunt the
Mcwethy family. This experience has been the catalyst to a life forever changed.

You Can't Get There from Here
WINNER OF THE NOBEL PRIZE IN LITERATURE A beautiful, comprehensive volume
of Dylan’s lyrics, from the beginning of his career through the present day—with
the songwriter’s edits to dozens of songs, appearing here for the first time. Bob
Dylan is one of the most important songwriters of our time, responsible for modern
classics such as “Like a Rolling Stone,” “Mr. Tambourine Man,” and “The Times
They Are a-Changin’.” The Lyrics is a comprehensive and definitive collection of
Dylan’s most recent writing as well as the early works that are such an essential
part of the canon. Well known for changing the lyrics to even his best-loved songs,
Dylan has edited dozens of songs for this volume, making The Lyrics a must-read
for everyone from fanatics to casual fans.

Salt of the Earth
It towers over the Paris skyline and is one of the most recognized monuments in
the world. The Eiffel Tower has a storied past and has served its city well as a
worldwide ambassador. How much do you know about this monument? Do you
know the answers to these questions? What is the Eiffel Tower’s nickname? How
many pieces of iron make up the Eiffel Tower? Why was the Eiffel Tower built? The
names of how many men are engraved on the Eiffel Tower? How many women’s
names are on the Eiffel Tower? Is it legal to publish a picture of the Eiffel Tower
when it is lit? How much does the Eiffel Tower sway in the wind? Find out more
about the Eiffel Tower and amaze your family and friends with these fun facts.
Ages 8 and up. All measurements in American and metric. LearningIsland.com
believes in the value of children practicing reading for 15 minutes every day. Our
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15-Minute Books give children lots of fun, exciting choices to read, from classic
stories, to mysteries, to books of knowledge. Many books are appropriate for hi-lo
readers. Open the world of reading to a child by having them read for 15 minutes a
day.

Neilson Plays:1
Using data drawn from interviews with nursing home residents, Gubrium explores
the quality of long-term care they receive and the resulting quality of their lives. In
their own voices, these “long-stayers” reveal themselves to be biographically
active and widely diverse in their concern and involvement with home, family, life
history, dependence, isolation and self-worth. The resulting text provides
conceptual, methodological and personal lessons as offered by storytellers whose
special circumstances continue to have meaning even at the very end of life.

You Can't See Me, But I'm Here
This is a story about a teenage girl that moves to a new town after leaving her old
one where she was well known, but not knowing the danger that lurked in the
future. She has a strange dream which becomes true where she meets someone
that is to help her along the way, while also going to school too. She has to go
through the school year making new friends and taking the team to the top while
defending and learning this new power that she receives from the new person. But
the person she meets is not what u think but a dragon like human that is here to
keep the world safe from any harm, they have become part of life and blending in
with humans. This teenage girl name is Crystal and she has to become one of
these things and take out the ones that want to do harm to the humans, and she
will learn more things as she continues on her journey through high school and
even into college. She has to change her present in order to save the future from
total destruction of the evil that is to come, and meet new dragons and old ones
along the way to help her out. Will she succeed in doing so and save the world or
will she fail, you will have to find out in the next books to come.
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